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Abstract m Electron mass
mi Ion mass

A plasma thruster operating at high n Density (electron and ion)
specific impulse ( 3500 s) has been pro- ni, Parallel index of refraction
posed to be based on electron-cyclotron r Radius
resonance heating of whistler waves s Distance along magnetic field
propagating on a plasma column on a z Position along magnetic axis
magnetic hill. Calculations using a Te Electron temperature
particle-in-cell code demonstrate that U(z) Effective potential for the
the distortion of the electron velocity electron parallel motion
distribution by the heating significantly vi Ion flow velocity
reduces the flow of plasma up the field, v, Electron parallel velocity (to B)
greatly improving efficiency and redu- v. Electron perpendicular velocity
cing material interactions relative to a Distance along magnetic axis
thermal plasma. These and other calcu- lec magnetic momen
lations are presented together with ini- (z) Electric potential
tial experiments on the plasma gener-
ated in the proposed device. The experi- € Microve (angular) frequency
ments are conducted in a magnetic field ce Electron cycloton frequency

Op Electron plasma frequency(3.3x10- 2 T at resonance) and a magnetic Elecri pit lasa feqen
mirror ratio of 5. Microwaves (0.915 GHz, t Ptial tiec angle e

S/dt Partial time derivitive<20 kW) are coupled to the plasma with a
helical antenna. Vacuum field measure-
ments are in good agreement with I
prediction. The desired plasma spatial
distribution has not yet been achieved.

Experiments are underway on an
electrodeless plasma thruster based on

Nomenclature coupling microwave power to whistler
waves on a plasma column. 1,2 The

ah Helix radius waves propagate down a magnetic hill
A Plasma ra u  and the power is absorbed by electron

Maeicied (function of z) cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)
Br B at resonance location where o = ( ce. Expansion of the elec-
BX x-component of rf magnetic field trons in the magnetic nozzle generates

an ambipolar potential which drives theBz z-component of rf magnetic field flow, delivering momentum to the ions,
E Electron energy thereby generating thrust.
E_r Radial rf electric field [similarly

for axial (z) and azimuthal (t)] The present approach differs from
e Electron charge (magnitude) previous uses of ECRH for thstrs3 i
m Azimuthal mode number for wave p evl s uses o f E  f o thstes

several significant ways:
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circuit, the antenna, and the plasma.
* A large mirror ratio (> 5) between the This coupling plays an important role in

resonance location and the rear wall the operating point (plasma density,
of the thruster chamber reduces the micro-wave power) of the thruster.
backflow of plasma, thus enhancing Experiments to characterize the plas-
power efficiency and reducing sput- ma are being conducted in "Tank 7" at
tering and other deleterious effects. 2  NASA Lewis Research Center. These

experiments, planned to provide careful
* The distortion of the electron distribu- comparison with the predictions, are

tion function by the ECRH enhances underway. Initial results are presented
the reduction of backflow; this effect herein.
will be described in this report.

* The use of whistler waves on the Plasma Heating and Acceleration
plasma column permits operation at
high densities, Op > (Oce. The plasma heating and acceleration

are evaluated using ICEPIC,6 .7.8 a self-
* The propellant gas is injected down- consistent, electrostatic, PIC simulation

field from the resonance, in order to code. Electrons and ions are followed in
minimize recycling of the particles one spatial dimension parallel to the
with resulting efficiency losses, magnetic field and two velocity dimen-

sions. A binary collision model is inclu-
* Hydrogen isotopes will be accelerated, ded which does not assume near-Maxwel-

thus minimizing power losses due to lian distribution functions. Wave heat-
atomic line radiation found in some ing is modeled by a quasi-linear model
experiments. 3  The energy to create based on the formalism of Bernstein and
an electron-ion pair in the hydrogen Baxter 9 and the Monte Carlo implemen-
isotopes (including radiation losses) is tation scheme of Rognlien. 1 0

2 25 eV; thus in deuterium at an ex-
haust velocity of 3.5 x10 4 m/s (Isp = The model geometry used in the cal-
3500 s- 1) the efficiency will be limited culations is shown in Fig. 1. The heating
to 33% in the absense of other losses. of a given electron occurs at its Doppler-
The efficiency increases rapidly with shifted cyclotron resonance, which is
Isp. spatially very close to o = (Oce. The end

boundaries accumulate the charges of
The plasma flow and acceleration U.n...te field .trenths

have previously been described in the 0(cm) o a. 10
fluid approximation. 2  Here we present B(gOuss) 3650 2350 1250 125
kinetic modeling based on a particle-in- eB(O)/ 1 1. 2.9 2s

cell (PIC) code which follows both elec-
trons and ions. We will see that the heat- tlicky ECRH plasma sticky
ing forms an anisotropic electron distri- w" I iction wl

bution which significantly enhances _

the predicted thruster performance.

The theory of wave coupling from a 23 ,
bifilar, helical antenna to a plasma col-
umn is presented elsewhere in detail. 5

In this report we describe experimental *- - *
measurements of the microwave fields ,,,l Posr.on c.,
and compare them to predictions. In Fig. 1. Model magnetic field withaddition, we describe the coupling in- heating zone and plasma injection
eluding the impedance of the microwave g m e t r y
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particles which are lost to them. At the
left, this causes a sheath to be generated 1.5
as in the actual device. At the right, the
plasma flow is supersonic and no sheath
is generated. 2  This boundary thus ap- ] 0
proximates the "infinite" region which
exists in the laboratory or space. Low >
temperature (5 eV) plasma is injected as
shown, so that the calculations need not .5
model the atomic physics in detail. UJ

For the densities (1018-1020 m- 3 ) and 0.
electron temperatures (> 50 eV) of inter-
est, the electrons are only weakly colli- L , to
sional. Consequently, at the cyclotron ,-
resonance electrons are heated in their g Br (keV)
perpendicular velocity, v_. Subsequent
changes of the parallel velocity, vI, occur Fig. 2. Electron distribution
through the magnetic and electric (scatter plot) for the full spatial
forces. Thus, to good approximation the dimensions of the model.
electron magnetic moment, ., and ener-
gy, E, are conserved for the electrons,gy, E, are conserved for the electrons, the effective potential; taking the deriv-

where ative of U, we see that this is where the
m v( magnetic and electric forces balance:

L 2B B(1) B Aand - ees (4)
and

E= m v + t B(z) - eo(z) (2) The ions are given a mass 100 time
the electron mass in order to keep the

The electrons are thus trapped axially computational time reasonable. The ions
in an effective potential, which we are injected cold (5 eV), and because the
normalize to the resonance location: electron-ion heating is weak, they re-

-e main cold. As in the fluid approxima-
U(z = p Br - e[(z) - Sr] (3) tion, 2 they are accelerated to the sound

speed in the ionization region ("gas
and they bounce between turning points box"), and continue with supersonic
where E = U. On the high magnetic field flow; kinetic effects play only a small
side of the hill, this is typically due to role in their motion.
the magnetic force, -gaB/s, although
some electrons turn in the sheath poten- The electron perpendicular and
tial at the rear wall. Down field, the parallel temperature moments of the
electrons turn in the potential generated (nonMaxwellian) distribution are shown
to maintain quasi-neutrality (equal elec- in Fig. 3 for an equilibrium result. The
tron and ion densities). Collisions will large spike in the perpendicular tern-
move electrons to other values of E and i perature moment, Tep, at the resonance
and thus cause a slow diffusion of the (heating) location results in a large
distribution. magnetic force, -taB/ls, down the field.

The perpendicular energy is converted
The electron distribution is shown in a into parallel energy down the magnetic
plot of E versus ttBr in Fig. 2. The 450 field and this effectively drives the ion
line is the heating characteristic (as the acceleration.
resonant magnetic field is used for nor-
malization). The "bottom" of the distri- The electric potential and density
bution is a mapping of the minimum in which result from the self-consistent
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flow are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The These results have been compared to
small hill in potential just upstream cases in which the electrons are given
from the heating position reflects the an initial temperature of 100 eV and no
ions to maintain quasi-neutrality heating is applied. The efficiency of
further up the magnetic hill. Conse- conversion of input power to ion flow
quently, the electron flow to the rear energy rises from < 40% for one such
wall is reduced by the magnetic force case to > 60% for the anisotropic distri-
which is enhanced by the heating of the bution resulting from ECRH.
perpendicular energy, and the ion flow
is reduced correspondingly by the self
consistent potential which forms in the Microwave coupling to the plasma
plasma.

The bifilar helical antenna used in
The net result of the plasma acceler- the experiment is shown in Fig. 7 to-
ation is the ion velocity, shown in Fig. 6. gether with the vacuum vessel, magnet
We see that the flow velocity is much
greater than the thermal velocity of the
ions, indicating the high efficiency of
acceleration by the ambipolar potential. 50
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dispersion relation in the plasma. The
- , discrete helix structure is approximated

I by a continuous "sheath helix" having
infinite conductivity in a direction

Salong the helix and zero conductivity
U 5 perpendicular to it.

2 I Tests in the absence of plasma were
S. made to verify the operation of the an-

Stenna. First, in a cold test a probe was
10 moved axially along the helix to measure

the phase of the excited waves. As seen
-5 . . in Fig. 8, showing rf probe measure-
tm j =- o oo E ments at a radius r=3.5 cm, the predicted

" slow wave was observed with an axial
phase velocity reduced from the speed of

Axial Position (cm) light by the pitch of the helical wind-
ings.

Fig. 6. Ion fow velocity The field pattern was also probed
radially using a loop probe sensitive to
.Bz/at. Figure 9 shows the predicted fieldcoils, etc. Microwave power is coupled pattern; the dashed lines are the micro-into the antenna with 1800 phasing be- wave magnetic field and the solid linestween the two helices. This coupling is the electric field. (Absolute amplitudes

analyzed 5 using the Appleton-Hartree are arbitrary.) The measured fields are

.26.40 -4.00

GAj

2.0--

W 'ax. 2"o.0 (VA ._ECEL

g0/I.00 -- I7E iITIAL PLAMA TegeT

Fig. 7. Experimental arrangement
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shown in Fig. 10. The predicted phase The two arms of the bifilar antenna
jump of 180° across the helix is seen. The are driven by splitting the microwave
amplitude change between the helix ra- power using a microwave tee with a
dius and the axis is about twice that pre- "trombone" phase shifter in the arm to
dieted by the code calculations. This is one helix. In the absence of plasma, the
thought to arise from the use of the helical antenna has low losses. As a
sheath helix approximation for finite result, the arrangement forms a reson-
wires and from reflections from the end ant circuit and the relative phases lock
of the helix in the experimental ar- to either 00 or 1800, as shown in Fig. 11.
rangement. (Only a few representative data points

are shown.) The desired phase for coup-
ling to the plasma is 1800, corresponding
to a rotating linear polarization. The
proper phase is thus easy to establish
during startup, but careful tuning is

100 - -- required to maintain this during oper-

0* ation with plasma.

-
1 0 0

S200 x (r-3.5 cm) ' - Experimental results
* -300 - 915 MHz -

400 We report here on initial experi-
- ments with the goal of achieving the

-500o NII 10 I 1 plasma-microwave field configuration
-600 I \ described in the first part of this report.
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ters the main vacuum chamber through
/. the indicated slot (- 0.5 cm wide). The

Phase ends of the "gas-box" region, separated
Shifter Phas Difference by 4 inches, are enclosed with circular

-- A _1,. limiters whose radii (= 6 cm and 8 cm)
are selected to map to the magnetic flux

Thruster Phase vs Position tube corresponding to the Helmholtz-
S180 pair operation of the magnets. For the

0 Iexper-iments reported here, the9 0
- maximum flow rate of the gas was at 120

0 I'l I torr-liters/sec (1.3x10 3 ampere
SI i equivalents of atoms).

-90-
Si Plasma breakdown could be initiated

-0 __ - by the microwaves or by a plasma gun.
20 40 60 80 1 For the first, breakdown occurred when

Phase Shifter Position (Turns CCW) the resonance was located between

limiter on the high-field side and the gas
plenum slit. With the resonance outsideFig. 11. Phase shift on the bifilar this region, breakdown was erratic and

helix in the absence of plasma usually did not occur once the system
was conditioned. A Langmuir probe scan
of the plasma in the gas box region
yielded a nearly square profile of radiusThese experiments were conducted at 6-7 cm. There is no plasma outside the

0.915 GHz and with powers up to about 10 magnetic flux tube corresponding to thekW. (30 kW is available.) limiting apertures. However, the density

The magnets shown in Fig. 7 are in this region was low (5 1010 cm- 3 ) withTThe magnets shown in , 7 eV.
spaced as a Helmholtz pair and, in the
experiments reported here, were oper-
ated with equal currents. The resulting A rough estmate indicates that most
magnetic field strength for operation of the microwave power is "missing."magnetic field strength for operation
provides a mirror ratio of 6.26 between Thus, we will be absorbing about
the gas box slot and the peak of the field. Pa = enc (A + 25) A
Typical operational magnet currents
place the electron cyclotron resonance where cs is the speed of sound, 106 Tel/ 2

up-field from the gas box slot. cm/s for deuterons, and A is the plasma
area. In the absense of measurements,

Initial experiments had difficulty we take AO = 150 V from Fig. 4. This
with microwave breakdown on the va- yields a power flow of only 50 watts, well
cuum side of the (50 f) coaxial feeds to below the input of several kW.
the helices. Estimates of breakdown
mechanisms such as multipacking indi- The bulk of the microwave power for
cated a substantial margin of safety; this operation apparently went into
never-the-less it was found necessary to plasma higher up the magnetic hill and
cover the inner coaxial conductor with outside the radius of the helix; probe
an insulator (quartz) to prevent this measurements yielded densities > 1011
problem. Following conditioning, oper- cm- 3 . The azimuthal location of thisation was achieved without breakdown plasma appeared visually to be corre-
in the coaxial feeds preventing coupling lated with the helix feeds, althoughof power to the helices. probe curves have not been made to

verify this. The observations are consis-Hydrogen gas is fed into the experi- tent with plasma generated near thesement to the gas plenum (Fig. 7). It en-
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feeds, triggered by plasma or ultraviolet
radiation from the ECRH plasma. Tests Design Techniques," AIAA Journal 2,
are planned to probe this field; if veri- 835-840 (1966); see also references
fled, appropriately placed limiters can therein.
be used to prevent this in the next 4. J. C. Sercel, "Electron-cyclotron-
experimental run. Resonance (ECR) Plasma Thruster

Research," Paper AIAA-88-2916,

The plasma gunll was used to estab- AIAAIASME/SAEIASEE 24th Joint
lish a transient (< 5 ms), high density Propulsion Conf., Boston, MA, July 11-
(1018-1019 m-3 ) plasma column along 13, 1988.

the axis of the helix. This column had a 5 . M. A. Makowski and E. B. Hooper,
diameter of 1.3 cm at the peak of the "Dispersion Relations for a Plasma-

magnetic field. Strong rf loading of the filled Helix-Loaded-Waveguide, to be

helix was observed during the operation published.
of this plasma, demonstrating that the 6. R. J. Procassini, C. K. Birdsall, and B. I.

helices couple to the plasma geometry Cohen, "Particle Simulations of Colli-
assumed in the modeling calculations. sional Transport in a High Recycling,
Consequently, we expect that elimination Diverted Tokamak Scrape-off Layer,
of the plasma external to the helix will Nucl. Fusion30, 2329 (1990).
allow the proper plasma mode to be 7. R. J. Procassini and B. I. Cohen, "A

established. comparison of Particle-in-Cell and
Fokker-Planck Methods as Applied to
the Modeling of Auxiliary-Heated
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